I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we shall solve several graph problems based upon the single-channel broadcast communication model which was also used to solve some other problems by Dechter and Kleinrock [3] and Levitan and Foster [9] , [lo] . This model consists of some processors sharing one common channel for communications. Each processor in this model can communicate with others only through this shared channel. Whenever a processor broadcasts messages, any other processor can hear the broadcast messages. If more than one processor wants to broadcast simultaneously, a broadcast conflict occurs. When a conflict occurs, a conflict resolution scheme is used to resolve the conflict. This resolution scheme will enable one of the broadcasting processors to broadcast successfully. We shall use Capetanakis' tree algorithm [ 11 as our conflict resolution scheme since this algorithm was proved to be the best one for the worst cases [3] . In this tree algorithm, the time required for resolving a conflict is O(log p ) if there are p processors incorporated in the broadcasting multiprocessor system.
The time required for running an algorithm under the broadcast communication model is divided into two parts: communication time and computation time. The communication time includes the time for broadcasting messages and the time for resolving conflicts. (We assume that the time required for broadcasting one unit of message is a constant.) Before a processor broadcasts or after a processor hears the broadcast messages, it may perform some tasks in itself. The time for performing these tasks is the computation time. For designing an algorithm based upon the broadcast communication model, we hope that the sum of communication time and computation time is minimized.
Some researchers have worked in the area of designing parallel algorithms with broadcasting multiprocessor systems. Levitan and Foster [9] , [lo] used a broadcasting protocol multiprocessor model to solve the maximum problem, the sorting problem, and the minimum spanning tree problem. Dechter and Kleinrock [3] , Ramarao [14] , and Marberg and Gafni [ll] also proposed sorting algorithms under the broadcast communication model. For complete reviews of algorithms designed under the broadcast communication model, refer to Yang's Ph.D. dissertation [17] .
Since not many papers have been written on algorithms based upon the broadcast communication model, we try to find out whether there exists a general guideline to design parallel algorithms under this model. To achieve this goal, we use several graph problems as a vehicle. That is, by examining the parallel algorithms designed to solve these problems, we hope that we can find some common characteristics existing in all of these algorithms.
Parallel algorithms for graph problems have been discussed by many researchers. For a complete review of parallel graph algorithms, see [13] . Yang's Ph.D. dissertation [17] also listed several tables for comparing the results for solving graph problems in the previously published papers.
In this paper, we use the single-channel broadcast communication model to solve the following graph problems: the topological ordering of an acyclic digraph, finding connected components of an undirected graph, the breadth-first search and the depth-first search of a connected undirected graph. Suppose that there are n vertices in a given graph and n processors are used. All algorithms we propose to solve these problems require O ( n ) time under the assumption that an ideal conflict resolution scheme [3] , [9] , [lo] is used. (An ideal conflict resolution scheme resolves a conflict in a constant time.) Under such a situation, our algorithms are all optimal. For practical consideration, we use Capetanakis' tree algorithm as our conflict resolution scheme. Then all these algorithms 0018-9340/90/1200-1468$01.00 0 1990 IEEE can be slightly modified to use only n/log n processors and the required time is O ( n log n). Under either the ideal case or the practical case, all of our algorithms achieve optimal speedups. We shall only analyze the complexity of the algorithm for the topological ordering problem and omit the analyses for other problems since the analyses are similar.
After presenting all of the parallel algorithms we design, we then show some common characteristics of these algorithms. These common characteristics can be used as a guideline to design parallel algorithms under the single-channel broadcast communication model.
BASIC GRAPH DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
A graph G = ( V , E ) consists of a finite nonempty set V of vertices and a finite set E of edges in which each element is a pair of vertices. If the pair of vertices associated with an edge is ordered, the graph is called a directed graph or a digraph. Otherwise, it is an undirected graph. vi is said to be adjacent to uj if (U,, uj) E [6] , [8] , 1151 as an example to illustrate a process, which is used in this paper, for solving graph problems under the single-channel broadcast communication model.
In an acyclic digraph G = ( V , E ) , 1 V 1 = n, for U , , u j € V , the problem for finding a topological order is: assign each vertex ui a unique order number between 1 and n, denoted as ORDER(u,), such that ORDER(u,) > ORDER(u,) if U, is a predecessor of uj.
For designing an algorithm under the single-channel broadcast communication model, we should specify the way of storing data, broadcasting rule (indicating which processors can broadcast messages), broadcast messages, computation (in each processor), termination condition (the condition of the algorithm to stop), and the final result (the way to represent the result).
It is assumed that the number of processors is n which is also the number of vertices in the given graph. Each processor stores a vertex. Without losing generality, we assume that processor i stores vertex U,, which is labeled as i. Additionally, processor i stores the adjacency vector of U,. An adjacency vector is an n-bit vector. For vi E V , if (U,, vi) E E, then the jth bit of the adjacency vector of ui is 1; otherwise, the jth bit is 0. In fact, the adjacency vector of U, is the column of the adjacency matrix corresponding to vi. Processor i can check whether U, is adjacent to ui in a constant time by using this adjacency vector.
By the definition of the topological order, there is a sriaightforward algorithm to obtain an answer [6], [15] . Before numbering a vertex, we first number all of its predecessors. Based upon this idea, our algorithm is as follows. (In the following, the term "broadcast" means ''successful broadcast" or "broadcast successfully" unless we state otherwise.)
Algorithm Topological-Order:
1) The way of sforing data: Mentioned as above.
) Broadcasting rule:
A processor can broadcast messages if all the predecessors of the vertex stored in this processor have been broadcast. Each processor broadcasts messages exactly once.
3) Broadcast messages: The vertex label.
4) Computation:
In each processor, mark the vertex which has just been broadcast if it is a predecessor of the vertex stored in this processor.
) Termination condition:
All processors have broadcast; in other words, no processor broadcasts.
6) The final result: The order of a vertex being broadcast is the order number of this vertex. In other words, if a vertex is in the ith place of the broadcasting sequence, the order number of it is i.
Let us consider the time complexity of the algorithm. We first assume that an ideal conflict resolution scheme [3], [9] , [lo] is used. This scheme resolves a conflict in a constant time. Clearly, the algorithm requires n iterations if there are n vertices in the given graph. In each iteration, there is one successful broadcast and it requires a constant time for computations in each processor. Therefore, Algorithm Topological-Order solves the topological ordering problem in O ( n ) time by using n processors.
The time for a sequential algorithm to solve the topological ordering problem for an acyclic digraph with n vertices is at least Q( I E I) since the algorithm must check all edges in that graph. In the worst case, Q( I E I) = Q ( n 2 ) . The processor-time product for Algorithm Topological-Order is O( nZ) since n processors are used and the required time is O( n). Therefore, Algorithm TopologicalOrder achieves an optimal speedup if an ideal conflict resolution scheme is used.
In the following, we shall prove that the lower bound of time complexity for any algorithm to solve the topological ordering problem under the single-channel broadcast communication model is Q(n) if the graph has n vertices.
Lemma I: Let e , , e,, . . . , e, be the edges of a chained digraph E ) , where e , , e 2 , . . . , e, form a path, 1 V 1 = n + 1 and I E I = n. Suppose that these n edges are stored in p processors arbitrarily. The number of edges stored in processor i is n,, (Without losing generality, we assume that n is even.) We stored these n edges into the p processors according to the arranged sequence sequentially. For step i, 1 I i I p , we store the first n, edges of the arranged sequence into processor i and then delete these n, edges from the arranged sequence. After performing this process, we claim if e,,, 2 I k 5 n, is stored in processor i , then ek-would not be stored in processor i. Two cases should be considered as follows.
Case 1: k is odd. If both e,, and ek-are stored in processor i , then the subsequence . . ' e,-,e,e, . . ' ek-, of the arranged sequence would be stored in processor i. The length of this subsequence is n / 2 . This is impossible since n , < n/2. Thus, processor i cannot store both e,, and e,,-,.
Case 2 : k is even. For this case, it is similar to case 1.
By both these cases, our claim is correct. Therefore, the proof is complete.
Q . E . D .
Lemma 2: Under the single-channel broadcast communication model, the lower bound of the time required for an algorithm using p processors, p 1 1, to find a topological order of a chained digraph G = ( V , E), where 1 V 1 = n + 1 and 1 E 1 = n, is Q(n) under the assumption that the edges are preloaded into the processors and each edge is loaded into only one processor.
Proof: If the results need to be reported, the lemma holds since n successful broadcasts are required and only one channel is available. In the following, we assume that the results do not need to be reported.
In order to assign an order number to each vertex, each edge should be referred at least once. If an edge ( U , U) E E is not referred, then the order numbers of U and U cannot be determined.
Suppose that ni edges are preloaded into processor i. Here, E:=, n i = n since there are n edges in G. Let n, be the maximum among all n,'s, 1 I i 5 p . We have to consider two cases as follows.
Case 1: n, 5 n 12. For each edge in processor j , either it is referred by processor j or it is broadcast by processor j and referred by other processors. Thus, processor j must read each edge stored in it at least once. The time required for processor j to read its edges is at least Q ( n / 2 ) = Q ( n ) . Therefore, the lemma holds.
Case 2: n, < n /2. Let u o , U , , U?; . , U, be the n + 1 vertices of G where ( uo, U,), ( U , , u z ) , 1 . . , ( u n ,, U,) form a path. Let (uk-,, uk) be denoted as e k for 1 5 k 5 n . Without losing generality, n is assumed to be even. Consider how we determine the order numbers of the following n /2 vertices: u 2 , u4, u6; . * , U,. By Lemma 1, there exists such a case that for each pair e k -, and e k , 2 5 k 5 n , they would not be stored in the same processor. Suppose that ek is stored in processor i. In order to determine the order number of uk, at least one of the following three possible ways must be done. 1) The edge e k -, is transmitted to processor i from other processors.
2) The order number of uk-I is transmitted to processor i from other processors since processor i does not know e k -,.
3)
The edge ek is transmitted to other processors to determine the order number of u k . At least n / 2 successful broadcasts will be required if we want to determine the order numbers of U * , v4 , u6, . . . , U,. Thus, the time required for assigning the order numbers of all vertices is at least Q ( n ) since only one channel is available.
Q.E.D. By Lemma 2, under the single-channel broadcast communication model, the lower bound of the time required for an algorithm using p processors, p 2 1, to find a topological order of an acyclic digraph G = ( V , E ) , 1 V 1 = n , is Q ( n ) since a chained digraph is only a special case of an acyclic digraph. Thus, Algorithm Topological-Order is optimal under the single-channel broadcast communication model if an ideal conflict resolution scheme is used.
Next, we shall consider the realistic case. We use Capetanakis' tree algorithm [I] as our conflict resolution scheme. In Capetanakis' tree algorithm, it takes O(1og n ) time to resolve a broadcast conflict if there are n processors involved in the broadcasting multiprocessor system. Therefore, if Capetanakis' tree algorithm is used, Algorithm Topological-Order requires O( n log n ) time when n processors are used. This means that it does not achieve an optimal speedup.
To make the algorithm achieve an optimal speedup, we can slightly modify our algorithm. Instead of n processors used, we use only n /log n processors. In this modified algorithm, each processor stores log n vertices with the corresponding adjacency vectors and simulates the processes of log n processors in Algorithm Topological-Order. The time complexity of this modified algorithm is O ( n log n ) since both computation time and communication time are O(n log n ) . Under this modification, the algorithm for the topological ordering problem achieves an optimal speedup since any sequential algorithm of this problem requires at least Q( n2) time and the processor-time product of this modified algorithm is O ( n 2 ) .
Algorithm Topological-Order can be extended to solve the critical path problem 151, 161. For details, refer to the Ph.D. dissertation of Yang [17] .
For all other graph algorithms proposed later in this paper, we can use an analysis similar to that used for Algorithm TopologicalOrder. In addition, all algorithms in this paper have the same feature in terms of time complexity. We shall omit the analysis of time complexity and the "modification" of algorithms in the later sections.
IV. THE CONNECTED COMPONENT PROBLEM
In this section, we shall discuss the connected component problem [5] 2) Whenever a processor broadcasts, the broadcast messages are p i , p 2 , and pj of this processor. We call these broadcast parameters b , , b,, and b, for distinguishing from the parameters in other processors. After b,, b,, and b, are broadcast, p i , p 2 , and p , will be updated in each processor which stores the vertex satisfying one of the following conditions.
i) The vertex is adjacent to the vertex being broadcast.
ii) p 2 of the vertex is equal to b,.
3) Only those vertices with at least one neighboring vertex having already been broadcast are allowed to be broadcast in the next time. By hypothesis, assume that the claim is true when 1 A , 1 5 k -1 < 1 V, 1. We shall prove that it is true when I A , I = k . Let uk be the kth vertex added into A ,. Two cases should be considered. 1) Case 1: p , of uk is the smallest one among the p , ' s of all vertices in A , . p , of uk is still equal to p , of uk and it is the smallest one among all p 3 ' s in A , since p 3 of uk is never updated in the previous broadcasts (2.b) of the algorithm). After uk is broadcast, p3's of other vertices in A , are updated to p , of uk (2.b) of the algorithm) and p 2 of each vertex in A , U A , is also updated to p , of uk (2.a) of the algorithm). Therefore, the claim is true when I A , 1 = k .
2) Case 2: p1 of uk is not the smallest one among the p , ' s of all vertices in A , . In this case, p 3 of uk would have been updated to the smallest p 1 in A , in some previous broadcasts (2.b) of the algorithm). Thus, p 3 of uk is still the smallest one among all p,'s in A , (all p3's in A , are equal). In addition, p z of each vertex in A , U A , is also updated to p 3 of uk (2.a) of the algorithm).
Therefore, the claim is still true when I A , I = k .
This lemma is true since the claim is true.
Q.E.D. By Lemma 3, it can be easily shown that Algorithm ConnectedComponent works correctly.
V. BREADTH-FIRST SEARCH
In this section, we shall propose an algorithm for finding the order of a breadth-first search of a connected undirected graph [6], [15] . Let G = ( V , E ) be a connected unidirected graph, where I V 1 = n, and U , u I , U,, u 3 , and u4 E V . For given a root (starting) vertex r E V , let dis ( U ) denote the length of the shortest path connecting r and U. The problem for us is: for each vertex U , assign the order number of a breadth-first search, which is a unique number between 1 and n, denoted as BFS(u), to it according to the following rule.
2 ) If dis ( u l ) = dis (u2) and there exists a vertex u3 adjacent to u1 such that BFS(u,) < BFS(u,) for each v4 adjacent to u z r then BFS(u,) < BFS(u2).
Note that a breadth-first search defines a breadth-first spanning tree. Our basic idea is to divide the vertices on the same level of the tree into several groups. If two vertices are of the same level and they share the same father vertex, they belong to the same group. For each vertex, we label it with a pair of numbers which consist of a level number and a group number, respectively. Our algorithm is as follows.
Algorithm Breadth-First-Search:
1) Initially, the starting vertex is labeled with (I, 1) and it is the only vertex which can be broadcast, 2) After a vertex U is broadcast, each vertex U adjacent to U which has not been labeled will label itself a level number and a group number according to the following rules:
2.a) If the level number of U is i , then the level number of U is i + 1.
2.b)
If U is the jth vertex being broadcast among all vertices with the same level number, the group number of U is j .
3) After a vertex U is broadcast, the next one to be broadcast is selected by the following rules:
3.a) Case 1: There exists another vertex w with the same group number on the same level and this vertex has not been broadcast yet. Vertex w can be broadcast in the next time.
3.b) Case 2: The vertices with the same group number on the same level are exhausted. However, there exists another group of vertices on the same level which have not been broadcast yet. This case is indicated by an empty broadcasting slot. The vertices within the next group on the same level can be broadcast in the next time.
3.c) Case 3: The vertices of the level containing U are exhausted. This case can be detected by using a variable to count the number of groups on a level. For this case, the vertices within the first group of the next level can be broadcast in the next time.
4) The breadth-first search order in this graph is the order of the vertices being broadcast.
In the above algorithm, the level number for vertex U is actually dis (U) + 1. In rule 2), when a vertex U is broadcast, it is possible that all its neighbors have been broadcast. Thus, some groups may contain no vertex.
VI. DEPTH-FIRST SEARCH
In this section, we shall propose an algorithm for the depth-first search (DFS for short) in a connected undirected graph [5] , [6] , [15] , [16] . Our problem for the depth-first search is to assign an order number to each vertex such that these assigned numbers form a legal visiting sequence of a certain depth-first search.
In our algorithm, each processor stores two important parameters and we use these two parameters to guide the searching. They are denoted as p1 and p 2 . pI is the order counter. It is increased by one when a vertex is broadcast or say that a vertex is visited. It is initialized by one. At any time, all processors have the same value of p l . p 2 is the visiting control number. An unvisited vertex whose p 1 and p z are equal is allowed to be broadcast in the next time. Our algorithm is as follows.
Algorithm Depth-First-Search: 1) Initially, both p I and p 2 of the starting vertex are 1 and for all other vertices, p 1 = 1 and p z = 0. The starting vertex is the only one which can be broadcast for the first time.
2) After a vertex U is broadcast, all processors increase their pi's by one. Furthermore, if a vertex has not been visited yet and it is adjacent to U , its p 2 is set to be equal to p l .
3) If there is an empty broadcasting slot, which corresponds to a backtracking, p z of each unvisited vertex is increased by one and all pi's remain unchanged.
4)
At any time, all of the processors storing unvisited vertices satisfying p 1 = p z can broadcast.
5 ) The order of the vertices being broadcast is the DFS order for this graph.
The depth-first search can be applied to solve many other problems, such as finding cut points [6] 2) An initial condition should be set. Then the processors satisfying the condition begin to broadcast.
3) Each message broadcast successfully can be heard by all processors. Some computation is then performed in all, or some, processors. The result of the computation determines which processors are able to broadcast next.
ALGORITHMS UNDER THE BROADCAST COMMUNICATION

4)
Each processor broadcasts the same kind of messages. 5 ) There is a termination condition which is indicated by the fact that no processor broadcasts any more or a predetermined number of broadcasts is exceeded.
Certainly, the broadcast communication model is different from other parallel computation models, such as the shared memory model and the interconnected multiprocessor system [7] , [ 121. What is the major factor which ensures the successful design of a parallel algorithm under the broadcast communication model? For the shared memory model, we have to maximize the parallelism and we do not have to be concerned with the communication problem because this model has many (or infinite) communication channels. On the other hand, when we design a parallel algorithm under the mesh-connected, or cube-connected, multiprocessor system, we must pay close attention to the data routing problem. Now, for our broadcast communication model, since only one channel is available, the communication scheme should be very carefully designed so that this sole channel is fully utilized. In other words, at any instance, the message broadcast on the channel should be useful for all processors. We may even claim that the success or failure of designing a parallel algorithm under the broadcast communication model critically depends upon whether we can design broadcast messages which will be useful for almost all processors.
For a graph, it is possible that there is an edge between every pair of vertices. That is, in the worst case, each vertex has some kind of relationship with all other vertices. In each parallel algorithm presented in this paper, one vertex and some data related to this vertex are broadcast each time. Since this message may be related to all vertices, the broadcast message is relevant to all processors. Thus, this message can be fully utilized. This is why all of the graph problems mentioned in this paper can be easily solved under this single-channel broadcast communication model.
VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we designed several parallel graph algorithms under the single-channel broadcast communication model to investigate some common guidelines to design such kinds of algorithms. The basic idea for our algorithms in this paper is as follows. We store input data into the processors evenly. For a particular problem, some broadcasting rules are set. When the status of a processor satisfies the broadcasting rules at some time, it can broadcast. After a message is broadcast, all other processors can hear the message and use it to change their status. Again, if the status of some processor satisfies the required broadcasting conditions, it can broadcast. As long as such a property can be extracted from a problem, it is very easy to design an algorithm under the singlechannel broadcast communication model.
We pointed out in Section VI1 that the success or failure of designing a parallel algorithm under the broadcast communication model depends critically upon whether the message broadcast each time is relevant to all of the processors or not. If the message is relevant to all processors, then it is fully utilized. We cannot have an efficient parallel algorithm under the broadcast communication model if we cannot achieve this.
Recently, some researchers designed algorithms under the multichannel model [ll] , [17] . To design algorithms based upon the multichannel broadcast communication model is a direction for future research.
